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The Word, an Associated Press Guide to Good News Writing by Rene J. Cappon. You'll have to It will help you with your
print writing and reporting for most .. IWPR story said to have contributed to introduction of ban on poaching of species .

The reasoning behind this function is that the public is not in a position to deconstruct a growing and complex
flurry of information present in modern society, and so an intermediary are needed to filter news for the
masses. Starting in with the establishment of CNN , news channels began providing hour news coverage, a
format which persists through today. The British regulation of printing extended to the Colonies. After this
initial reference, use the last name only. New photos and illustrations, a restructuring of the text, expanded
end-of-chapter exercises, newer and more relevant examples, and more information on producing all
contribute to giving readers what they need most: a nuanced understanding of how the media of today function
in a world without news boundaries. The first newspapers in Bombay were owned and printed by Parsis, who
already owned the technological and financial basis for such ventures. Audiences are also sources. Journalists
interviewing a cosplayer Main article: Journalism ethics and standards News photographers and reporters
waiting behind a police line in New York City , in May While various existing codes have some differences,
most share common elements including the principles of â€” truthfulness , accuracy , objectivity , impartiality,
fairness and public accountability â€” as these apply to the acquisition of newsworthy information and its
subsequent dissemination to the public. Later on, in the s, English newspapers were started by Indian
publishers with English-speaking Indians as the target audience. Role of Journalism in society Journalism's
role is to act as a mediator or translator between the public and policymaking elites. What role does
Journalism play in our society? News Values Journalists commonly use six values to determine how
newsworthy a story or elements of a story are. Following Hicky's efforts which had to be shut down just
within two years of circulation, several English newspapers started publication in the aftermath. The era of
live-TV news coverage would begin in the s with the assassination of John F. The danger of demagoguery and
false news did not trouble Dewey. Banner: A headline stretching across all the columns on the top of the front
page. However, English came as the 'linguafranca' for everyone from across the country. January Learn how
and when to remove this template message Such a code of conduct can, in the real world, be difficult to
uphold consistently. Direct quotes and paraphrasing can be used to attribute information obtained in an
interview with a source. Like many other Colonial newspapers, it waS aligned with party interests and did not
publish balanced content. The desire to keep up with the news seems basic to our species, but that does not
mean that in learning about the world we have to limit ourselves to just satisfying that desire. The first daily
newspaper, the Daily Courant, appeared in and continued publication for more than 30 years. Alfred
Harmsworth, 1st Viscount Northcliffe â€” , "More than anyone By this time, the British had adopted the Press
Restriction Act, which required that the printer's name and place of publication be included on each printed
document. On the other hand, it is believed the public was not only capable of understanding the issues created
or responded to by the elite, it was in the public forum that 12 decisions should be made after discussion and
debate. Digital age[ edit ] The role and status of journalism, as well as mass media, has undergone changes
over the last two decades, together with the advancement of digital technology and publication of news on the
Internet. The first regularly published newspaper was the Oxford Gazette, first appearing in , which began
while the British royal court was in Oxford to avoid the plague in London and was published twice a week.
Imagine you had to sum up to a friend, in one sentence, what your story is about. Ancient monarchial
governments developed ways of relaying written reports, includinng the Roman Empire from Julius Caeser
onward, which recorded and distributed a daily record of political news and acts to Roman colonies. The bad
news is that two of the subjects humans have most wanted to keep up with throughout the ages are â€”sex and
violence. Problem Proposals Reporting One of the most fundamental differences between journalism and other
forms of writing is the way journalists obtain the information they write about. American Independence By the
s, 89 newspapers were published in 35 cities. Early modern newspapers[ edit ] As mass-printing technologies
like the printing press spread, newspapers were established to provide increasingly literate audiences with
news. The first real colonial newspaper was the New England Courant, published as a sideline by printer
James Franklin, brother of Benjamin Franklin. Thus a typical issue of a major daily newspaper may contain
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several corrections of articles published the previous day. One suggestion centers on having three claims for
credibility , justifiable consequence, and the claim of humanity. By the late s, however, there was a much
greater emphasis on advertising and expanding circulation, and much less interest in the sort of advocacy
journalism that had inspired the revolutionaries. Journalists obtain information through a variety of reporting
techniques, which can include interviewing sources, looking through government documents, researching old
articles, and observing events firsthand.


